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Objective
For over a decade, Pure Michigan’s award-winning travel brand has focused on the endless supply of the 
state’s natural beauty. We wanted to reach new audiences by exporting the “Pure” in a way no other travel 
brand has ever done before.

Summary
Working with Detroit-based Assemble Sound, we created an ambient album to coincide with the Michigan 
State Park Centennial. Along with the Michigan DNR, we sent producers across the state to collect field 
recordings of the sounds of nature from 10 State Parks. 12 Michigan-based musicians then transformed 
them into nature inspired compositions that take listeners on a virtual, sunrise-to-sunset tour of the state 
from coast to coast.

Execution
Through an integrated approach including digital, social, experiential, partnerships and PR, we released 
3 singles through a steady drumbeat driving viewers to Pure Michigan’s official website which introduced 
them to the album, travel experiences, and the artists behind the music. 

For the album launch party, we needed an actual album. So, we turned the digital album into a double-
vinyl album, which the media and influencers turned to gold. They were invited to a nature themed event 
where we gave them plenty to talk about including a sneak peek into the making of the album as well as 
live performances from the album’s artists.

The music industry applauded, helping to tell our story by promoting and reviewing the album. Billboard 
Magazine then gave the world an exclusive first listen and NTS Radio took the entire album for a spin on 
the day before it dropped – elevating its credibility.

The album spun into another partnership. Shinola, a Detroit-based International design brand which 
sells designer stuff, one being turntables which included a free album with purchase. We also provided 
albums to the listening libraries in their stores around the world and in every Shinola Hotel suite with  
a turntable.

Cue the Detroit Movement Festival, which for over 20 years has been one of the world’s largest electronic 
music events. In addition to having a presence there, festival goers received push notifications at the end 
of each night to wind down to the Pure Sounds of Michigan. 

Results
As of August 15th, the Pure Sounds of Michigan campaign played out to the tune of:

• 193 traditional placements across broadcast, print and digital stories with nearly 10M impressions

• 4M earned organic media and influencer impressions.

• 40% higher CTR than industry average for audio ads.

• 400% increase in Pure Michigan’s SoundCloud content.

• Over 88,000 listens from over 50 countries on SoundCloud and Spotify alone, and played every 
single day since its debut.

• But when it reached #9 on Billboard’s New Age album chart one week after its release, we all felt a 
little bit like rock stars.

Watch Video

https://vimeo.com/355414824/

